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If you stroll through Windsor's parks these days, the air is not quite as sweet as it used to be — that's because there's a lot fewer rose beds in public 

gardens compared to five years ago.

Windsor, or "the city of roses" as it is known, has taken out about half of its rose beds because of a provincial ban on pesticide use in 2009 —

something the finicky rose sometimes needs to flourish, said Don Sadler, Executive Director of Parks and Recreation.

"When you have large areas of roses it's just impossible for you to maintain large areas without the use of some chemicals to ward off some of the 

diseases that affect roses," Sadler said.

Where to find roses in Windsor:

• Brumpton Park

• Alexander Park

• Jackson Park

• City hall

• Coventry Gardens

"We're still in the business of growing roses, but we're carefully monitoring the development of disease and insect resistant roses."

Sadler said the 50 percent drop in rose beds can mainly be attributed to the elimination of a test garden at Jackson Park. Suppliers used to provide 

different rose varieties for the city to try out, but they required a lot of attention, he said.

Despite the drop in rose plantings, Sadler claims Windsor is still the city of roses. The city has introduced a disease-resistant variety of roses called 

"the city of Windsor rose", and there are still lots of roses on city and private property, he said.
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If you stroll through Windsor's parks these days, the air is not quite as sweet as it used to be — that's because there's a lot fewer rose beds in 

public gardens compared to five years ago. more »

South Sudan ex-pats rejoice 0

The South Sudanese living in Windsor, Ont., are still celebrating the birth of a new African nation. more »

Mercury continues to rise in southwestern Ontario 1

The Windsor-Essex County Health Unit said a level two heat alert remains in effect for Windsor-Essex, and temperatures were expected to 

be in the 40s with the humidex. more »

Ontario forest fire evacuees could total 7,000 20

Ontario forest fires may force as many as 7,000 First Nations people from their homes as officials scramble to get people out of their remote 

communities before the flames arrive. more »

Job help centre expands to county 0

The Unemployed Help Centre celebrates the grand opening of a new branch for county residents on Wednesday. more »
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Carney warns U.S. default would have 'profound implications' 204

The governor of the Bank of Canada, Mark Carney, says any U.S. government default on its debt would have "profound implications" for 

financial markets and that "it's our view that's not something that should be tested." more »

Somalia famine has killed tens of thousands 330

The United Nations says tens of thousands of people have died in Somalia from causes related to malnutrition and parts of the country are 

suffering from famine in the worst drought for over half a century. more »

Worst heat shifts to Central Canada 143

More record temperatures are expected across much of Canada Wednesday, with the heat shifting east from the Prairies as tropical air moves 

into Ontario. more »

Ottawa targets 1,800 in citizenship crackdown 519

Ottawa intends to revoke the citizenship of 1,800 people it believes obtained their status through fraudulent means, Immigration Minister 

Jason Kenney says. more »

Barack Obama signals movement on debt fix 39

U.S. president Barack Obama is to meet Wednesday with senior congressional lawmakers for budget talks, the White House says. more »
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